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Abstract This research studies an equilibrium model of college admissions in which students apply to a limited number of colleges. It shows that in equilibrium, students’choices of multiple colleges can be ordered and colleges are divided into ranked groups in students’ choices. As a result, although the average quality of enrolled students is an increasing function of college quality, the number of applicants per position is not. Admission rates may fail to be monotonic if colleges engage in yield protection, a practice in which colleges do not admit the students who are most quali…ed but are unlikely to enroll.
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Introduction Every year more than two million students apply for college and more than four thousand



colleges engage in admissions review processes. Given the sheer size of this matching market, the problem of coordinating applications and decisions is a di¢ cult one. It is guided to some degree by various ranking reports of colleges (e.g. U.S. News and World Report, Princeton Review, etc) and generalized test scores of students (e.g. SAT, Grade Point Average (GPA), Advance Placement programs, etc), which combine to help the participants coordinate and make better matches. Even in the National Resident Matching Program, a matching market with a centralized clearing mechanism and no constraints on the length of the preference lists that can be sent, programs and students still send relatively short preference lists: about nine students per position from over 20,000 students and nine programs per student from over 3,500 medical programs. One important reason is that medical programs can only conduct a limited number of interviews due to the constraints on available resources, and they rarely rank students they have not interviewed. Motivated by these examples, we may summarize the functions of a matching market in two ways. The …rst function is for participants to gather more information about their potential matches in order to form preference lists. The second function is to produce a match given those preference lists. Note that in some markets, these two functions may interact with each other and it may take several iterations of intermediate matching and forming more detailed preference lists before reaching the …nal matching outcome. As the process of forming preferences is usually costly, participants need to narrow down the number of candidates they want to spend more resources on and learn more about. In this preliminary stage of choosing candidates, participants face some uncertainty due to lack of detailed information. Once the preference lists are formed, a centralized clearing house similar to the National Residence Matching program may help to produce a match, avoiding pitfalls like “the congestion problem” (Roth and Xing (1997)). The previous literature concentrates mostly on matching problems with exogenously given preference lists (see Roth and Sotomayor (1990) 2



for examples). This paper aims to explore more fully the stage of forming preference lists. Note that this paper does not intend to …nd the optimal matching mechanism, as in the Gale-Shapley-Roth tradition, which was followed recently by Chakraborty, Citanna and Ostrovsky (2007) under uncertain preferences. Instead, this paper aims to describe the existing college admission process, which may be suboptimal. There is an emerging literature on related issues. Nagypal (2004) studies the application choice problem in college admission and …nds that if a student has a higher quality, then he tends to apply to a set of higher ranked colleges. This paper is a partial equilibrium analysis and concentrates only on students’choices. Chade, Lewis, and Smith (2006) study the college admissions process, taking the number of applications as an endogenous variable. A student needs to decide on both the number and identities of colleges to apply to. They show that both the application cost and a student’s own quality a¤ect his choices, which may or may not be an increasing function of one’s own quality. To simplify the analysis, they study a model with two colleges. Lee and Schwarz (2007) study the interview choice problem and show how the overlapping of interview choices could a¤ect the quality of matching. Chakraborty, Citanna, and Ostrovsky (2007) illustrate how the information from the matching outcome can change the participants’evaluations and therefore a¤ect the stability of the matching. We concentrate on the equilibrium analysis of the student application choice problem in college admissions. The application process in college admissions corresponds to the pre-match stage mentioned above. Similarly, students choose where to apply subject to both limited resources and uncertainty. As it takes time to carefully study a college, visit the campus, and write tailored application documents for it, students must concentrate their e¤orts on a limited number of schools. The uncertainty a student faces concerns his relative rankings among what appear to be similar applicants. Given this uncertainty, they can not forecast accurately whether a speci…c college will accept them after reviewing their application. Students have to make application choices under this uncertainty. For comparison, the uncertainty encountered by programs in the medical match is that the
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programs do not know an applicant’s true quality when choosing applicants for interviews. Given the limited number of applications, a student can choose a set of colleges among many possible combinations. When more applicants with similar quality apply to a college, an applicant is less likely to be o¤ered admission, so the equilibrium choices can be expected to be somewhat evenly distributed among all colleges. As a student’s choice does not much a¤ect the overall admission rates, his application choices are based solely on the admission rates or policies of the colleges. Chade and Smith (2005) discuss the application choices of a student given the admission rates and the uncorrelated admissions decisions of colleges. In this paper the admission rates are endogenously determined by the number of applicants for each college, which results from the aggregation of individuals’ choices. In addition, colleges evaluate a student’s quality in the same way, so a student with high quality might be admitted everywhere he applies. We are interested in the application choices of students when facing a limited number of application opportunities. There are a variety of possible structures of information. Here we concentrate on the case where student rankings are perfectly correlated after colleges review applications. Neither students nor colleges know the ranking of students beforehand. On the other hand, colleges are perfectly ranked and all the students agree with the ranking of colleges when applying. After the colleges review all applications, if a student is accepted by more than one college, this student will choose to enroll in the best college available. We show that in equilibrium, the colleges are divided into ordered and non-overlapping groups and students’application choices can be ordered. Although there are many combinations of colleges to choose from, it turns out that some combinations deliver lower payo¤s in equilibrium and will not be chosen, and those chosen combinations have certain nice properties. To illustrate the meaning of ordering and grouping among the chosen combinations, suppose each student applies to k colleges among a continuum of colleges indexed by u with u



u0 if u > u0 . By "grouping"of colleges we mean that in equilibrium colleges are cat-



egorized into the top group, the second highest group, and so on, until the bottom group
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of colleges across students’ choices. Each equilibrium choice contains exactly one college from each group. By “ordering”we mean any two di¤erent equilibrium choices of colleges fu1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk g and fu01 ; u02 ; : : : ; u0k g with u1 > : : : > uk and u01 > : : : > u0k can be ordered, meaning u1 > u01 , u2 > u02 ,..., and uk > u0k , or vice versa. Based on these properties, some measures that are commonly used to rank colleges have counter-intuitive properties. First, the number of applicants per position is generally not a monotonic function of a college’s ranking. When students apply to more than one college, lower ranked colleges could in some cases have more applicants than higher ranked colleges because lower ranked colleges are used as the safety alternative and their o¤ers are not accepted by some applicants who also get o¤ers from top colleges. Therefore, lower ranked colleges are not as competitive as the number of applicants indicates. Next, we examine the admission rates. Admission rates are used by the U.S. News and World Report as part of the formula to rank colleges. However, a practice called “yield protection” is used by some colleges, which has the potential to compromise the usefulness of admission rates to accurately re‡ect the rank of a college. In this practice a college does not make o¤ers to “impossible”students who are more than quali…ed for the college but are likely to enroll in other more prestigious colleges. This paper shows that if colleges do not behave strategically and accept all the students above their “quality thresholds” (de…ned later), then the admission rate is a monotone function of a college’s ranking. If colleges do practice yield protection, however, the admission rate may no longer re‡ect a college’s ranking. On the other hand, the average quality of enrolled students (or the incoming class) remains a coherent indicator of a college’s ranking even when students apply to more than one college.1 Moreover, with the presence of multiple applications, we show that there is a "drop" in average quality of incoming classes between the lowest ranked college in the top 1



Note that this property may be compromised if the players, after observing the matching outcome, can deviate from the results and be rematched. Further discussion considering the stability and strategyproofness in the posterior stage can be found in Chakraborty and Citanna (2008). In particular, Example 7 in their paper provides a counterexample of the monotonicity property of the average quality discussed here.
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group and the highest ranked college in the second group of colleges. Interestingly, such a "drop" does not exist between any other two consecutively ranked colleges. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we set up the model and de…ne the equilibrium. In Section 3, the properties of the equilibrium are discussed, including the Grouping and Ordering properties, as well as the monotonically decreasing qualities of the incoming classes. In Section 4, we apply the model to address practical issues, such as application rates in college rankings. We conclude in Section 5.



2



Model Setup First, we describe the model in detail and then discuss the important assumptions made



in the model. There is a volume 1 of students indexed by l 2 [0; 1]k with k 2 N de…ned later and a continuum of colleges indexed by u 2 [u ; u ] with u > 0. Each college u provides a density of targeted positions m (u) > 0 with m (u) being piecewise continuous and bounded. A student receives a utility of u upon accepting college u’s o¤er. The utility of being unmatched for a student is normalized to 0 < u without loss of generality. We assume Ru that the total number of positions u m (u) du is less than 1, the volume of students, and that u is large and close enough to u so that each college attracts some applications if it



guarantees admission. There are two stages in the college admission process. At stage 1, colleges publish their quality thresholds. Then, students apply to colleges based on the quality thresholds. At stage 2, each college reviews the applications it receives, learns each applicant’s signal of quality (or quality, for simplicity), and give o¤ers to those applicants with signals of qualities above the college’s quality threshold. Each student then accepts the o¤er from the college with the highest u among those who make o¤ers, or receives no o¤er at all. Note that colleges in this model do not play strategically. We assume that colleges announce quality thresholds in stage 1 and are committed to give o¤ers to those applicants with qualities above the college’s
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quality threshold. Each student l is described by her signal of quality ql , which is distributed between [0; 1] according to a cumulative density function F (ql ). The ql is unknown to all players, including student l herself, at stage 1 when application choices are made, and only learned by the colleges after reviewing the applications at stage 2. At stage 1, each college u publishes its quality threshold 1



x (u). Each student l applies



to a …xed number of k > 0 colleges, with choice of colleges denoted by hl = ful;1 ; : : : ; ul;k g with ul;1 > ul;2 > : : : > ul;k and hl 2 [u ; u ]k . Denote by n a Lebesgue measure on [u ; u ]k such that n (H 0 ) is the volume of students who chooses h 2 H 0



[u ; u ]k .



A student’s objective is to choose k colleges based on quality thresholds 1



x (u) in order



to maximize her expected utility. Since a student l assumes college u is available to her if she is quali…ed, or ql 2 [1



x (u) ; 1], the student’s expected utility when applying to colleges



fu1 ; : : : ; uk g can be written as (1) U (u1 ; : : : : ; uk ) = u1 x (u1 ) +



X



i2f2;:::kg



ui



max fx (ui )



max fx (u1 ) ; : : : ; x (ui 1 )g ; 0g .



The maximum functions in the equation are to take into account that some non-equilibrium quality threshold function 1



x (u) may have 1



x (u0 ) < 1



student’s choice includes ui and ui0 with ui0 > ui and 1



x (u) for some u0 > u. If a



x (ui0 ) < 1



x (ui ), the student



never attends ui and receives zero expected utility from this college. College u’s objective is to …ll its targeted positions m (u) in expectation at stage 1 by choosing a proper quality threshold 1 x (u). A student l attends the best college among those o¤ering acceptance, or college u^ such that u^ = max fvjql 2 [1



x (v) ; 1] ; v 2 hl g. Given x (v)



for all other colleges v 2 [u ; u ] n fug, college u chooses x (u) such that the resulting students’
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application choices response to x (u), summarized by n, and satisfy



(2)



Z



v2A



m (v) dv = Z +



Z



[u ;u ]k



[u ;u ]k



for any open ball A (h1 ; : : : ; hk )



1fh1 2Ag x (h1 ) dn



1fhi 2A;i2f2;:::kgg (max fx (hi )



[u ; u ] containing u, where 1f



max fx (h1 ) ; : : : ; x (hi 1 )g ; 0g) dn, g



is an indicator function and h =



[u ; u ]k . Similar to the de…nition of the utility functions above, the maximum



functions in the integrand are to take into account that some non-equilibrium x (v) may have x (v 0 ) > x (v) for some v 0 > v and v; v 0 2 [u ; u ] n fug. The de…nition involves integration of m (v) on the left hand side because without some regularities on n, the marginal density of n (on u) on the right hand side may not be well de…ned. We now de…ne the equilibrium. De…nition 1. An equilibrium in the college admissions process is a function of quality thresholds 1



x (u) with u 2 [u ; u ] ; and for each student l 2 [0; 1]k an application choice set of



colleges hl = ful;1 ; : : : ; ul;k g, such that given 1



x (u), hl maximizes student l’s expected



utility among all choices of k colleges, and the total expected demand for positions in college u equals to the targeted number of positions m (u) in the sense of Equation 2. (Note that students’choices can also be characterized by the Lebesgue measure (n) de…ned previously.) An equilibrium choice of colleges h = fu1 ; : : : ; uk g is de…ned as a choice such that any open ball A



[u ; u ]k containing h are selected by some non-zero measure of students in



equilibrium. Since colleges are commonly ranked and are assumed to admit all the students above their preset quality thresholds, the …nal match of students and colleges is stable with respect to the students’truncated preferences of length k. We highlight the important assumptions in the model and discuss their implications. Key Assumptions 1. (Fixed number of applications) Each student l applies to k > 0 colleges, with choice of colleges denoted by hl = ful;1 ; : : : ; ul;k g with ul;1 > ul;2 > : : : > ul;k . 8



2. (Perfectly correlated preferences) Students have identical preferences over colleges, represented by u 2 [u ; u ], and these evaluations of colleges are known to students and colleges when application decisions are made. Colleges have identical ex post preferences over students, denoted by ql for all l 2 [0; 1]k . 3. (Uninformed about students’quality) The qualities of students ql are unknown to all players at stage 1 when application choices are made. 4. (Targeted positions) A college u provides a density of m (u) targeted positions in expectation to students with ql 2 [1



x (u) ; 1].



To capture the idea that applying to colleges is costly and at the same time maintain the tractability of the model, we assume that each student can only apply to an exogenously given number k colleges among all colleges (Assumption 1). We do not lose much by …xing the number of colleges a student can apply to because we have previously assumed that students are ex ante identical and thus the symmetric equilibrium in a model with endogenous application costs leads to students’applying to the same number of colleges as well. Furthermore, in order to study the equilibrium application choices according to the observation that students with similar test scores usually cannot precisely predict their ex post rankings among themselves, we assume that students are ex ante identical (Assumption 2), and that the ex post quality ql is unknown to students and colleges when students are making application choices (Assumption 3). A model in which colleges’ex post signals of students’ qualities are totally uncorrelated can be found in Lien (2007) and Galenianos and Kircher (2008). The property of grouping mentioned in this paper is still preserved under the assumption of uncorrelated rankings, while the property of ordering is not. Previous research on application choices usually assumes uncorrelated rankings of applicants (e.g. Chade and Smith (2004)), thus does not capture the common value aspect of this problem. A college u’s goal is to accept the best possible applicants to …ll its targeted positions in expectation at stage 1 (Assumption 4), by taking into account that some of these admitted 9



applicants may go to a better college and will not enroll in college u. The ex post number of accepted students may di¤er from the targeted number. In practice colleges may use waiting lists to cushion the ‡uctuations of the ex post number of admitted students and to …ll their targeted number of positions more precisely. For tractability, however, we do not allow colleges to use waiting lists in this paper. We assume that each college simply sets and publicly announces a quality threshold 1



x (u) in advance at stage 1 and promises to



admit all of its applicants with qualities higher than this quality threshold at stage 2. In equilibrium, college u is able to …ll its m (u) targeted positions in expectation at stage 1 by properly choosing its quality threshold. Furthermore, since only the ordinal property for a student’s quality is used, we can rede…ne a student’s quality as q 0 = F (q). The equilibrium quality thresholds will change accordingly but the conclusions in this paper will not be a¤ected. Therefore, in the following we will assume that a student’s quality is distributed uniformly between [0; 1] without loss of generality. The role of quality thresholds 1



x (u) here is similar to the role of prices in a general



equilibrium model as a coordination device. A student l understands that u is available to her if she is ex post quali…ed, or ql 2 [1



x (u) ; 1], and chooses colleges to apply to



accordingly. When a student’s realized quality is such that 1



x (ui )



ql < 1



x (ui 1 ), this



student will attend ul;i and drop the o¤ers from ul;i+1 ; : : : ; ul;k . Given a student’s choice of colleges and the distributional assumption of her possible quality, the probability of getting into each of the colleges to which she applied, or the expected demand for these colleges, can be derived. In equilibrium, expected demand of positions equals targeted supply of positions through the coordination of quality thresholds.
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Equilibrium Properties This section derives several equilibrium properties, including the ordering of equilibrium



choices and grouping of colleges. The monotonicity of a college’s quality is also shown in this section. Proposition 2. An equilibrium in the college admissions process exists. Proof. See Appendix A. Recall that 1



x (u) is de…ned as the quality threshold for college u and a student’s



quality is uniformly distributed between [0; 1] with 1 being the highest type. Therefore, only students with quality higher than 1



x (u) are accepted by college u and x (u) is the



percentage of top students accepted by college u. Lemma 3. De…ne 1



x (u) as the quality threshold for college u. In equilibrium, 1



x (u)



is a continuous, strictly increasing function. Proof. See Appendix B.



3.1



Grouping of Colleges and Ordered Choices



In equilibrium the choices of colleges are correlated. A student who chooses a higher ranked college in one group of colleges will correspondingly choose a higher ranked college in other groups of colleges. Theorem 4. (Ordering property) For any two equilibrium choices hl = ful;1 ; ul;2 ; :::; ul;k g and hw = fuw;1 ; uw;2 ; :::; uw;k g, we have either hl > hw or hl < hw , where hl > hw represents ul;i > uw;i for all i = 1; : : : ; k. Proof. To simplify the notation for the proof here, let student l’s choice of colleges ul;1 be denoted by u1 , ul;2 be denoted by u2 , etc. Another student w’s (w 6= l) choice uw;1 is denoted
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by u01 , uw;2 is denoted by u02 , etc. Furthermore, let xi denote x (ul;i ) and x0i denote x (uw;i ). The expected utility from applying to colleges ul;1 ; ul;2 ; :::; ul;k is



U (ul;1 ; ul;2 ; :::; ul;k ) = U (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk ) = x1 u1 + (x2



x1 ) u2 + ::: + (xk



xk 1 ) uk :



Denote by u1 the college with higher value between u1 and u01 (or u1 = max fu1 ; u01 g) and denote by u1 the college with lower value between u1 and u01 (or u1 = min fu1 ;u01 g). In addition, let xi = x (ui ) and xi = x (ui ). Suppose hl and hw violate the Ordering property. We have U (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk ) + U (u1 ;u2 ; :::; uk ) =(



x 1 u2



U (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk )



x1 u2 + x1 u2 + x01 u02 ) + ::: +



xk 1 uk



U (u01 ; u02 ; :::; u0k ) xk 1 uk + xk 1 uk + x0k 1 u0k



> 0. The inequality holds because xi is a strictly decreasing function of ui by lemma 3. For example, suppose u1 = u1 > u01 and u2 = u02 > u2 . We have



x1 u2



x1 u2 + x1 u2 + x01 u02 = (x1



x01 ) (u2



u02 ) > 0.



The case for u1 = u01 > u1 and u2 = u2 > u02 is similar. Note that the inequality applies to any subset of the colleges among (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk ). Since (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk ) and (u01 ; u02 ; :::; u0k ) are both optimal choices in equilibrium, if a situation as above happens (u1 = u1 > u10 and u2 = u02 > u2 ), the equality holds strictly; one of the two choices, (u1 ; u2 ; :::; uk ) and (u1 ;u2 ; :::;uk ), must deliver strictly higher expected utility than the equilibrium utility, which leads to a contradiction. So far we have shown the weak Ordering property, that is, hl or hl



hw , where hl



hw represents ul;i



hw



uw;i for all i = 1; : : : ; k. The proof for showing



that the inequalities hold strictly does not provide much insight, so we leave it to Appendix C.
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Since top colleges are more preferred, a student will only go to a lower ranked college if she is not accepted by higher ranked colleges. If a student is rejected by her choice of top college, her quality must be lower than the quality threshold of the top college. In this case, the second highest ranked college in her choice of colleges would be more useful to her if its quality threshold is not too close to the quality threshold of her top college. Based on this, when a lower ranked college is selected by a student as her top college, the student’s choice of the second highest college should have a relatively lower quality. Similarly, if a highly ranked college with a high quality threshold is selected as a top college by a student, when the student does not get into this top college, the student’s quality is still likely to be high. Thus, a middle ranked college can be selected as the second college in the student’s choice of colleges so that the student still has a good chance to enjoy a relatively higher utility from entering this middle ranked college. In the equation of expected utility (Equation 1), the only term involving two adjacent colleges i and j is



x (ui ) uj . Since



x (ui ) is increasing in ui , the expected utility satis…es



the property of supermodularity if we treat ui as the parameter and uj as the choice variable. We can also show that larger ui results in a choice of larger uj by applying Topkis’Theorem (1978). Theorem 5. (Grouping property) Denote by Hi the set of colleges each of which is chosen as the ith ranked college by some student in equilibrium (Hi is the smallest set of colleges such that ul;i 2 Hi ; 8l 2 [0; 1]k , with ul;i de…ned as in Theorem 4.) With i < j, for any two colleges ui 2 Hi and uj 2 Hj , we have ui > uj , and Hi \ Hj = ?. Proof. Let college u0 > u be a …ctitious college with quality threshold 1



x0 = 1. Also,



let the quality threshold for the …ctitious “unmatched college” uk+1 = 0 be 1



xk+1 = 0.



The expected utility of choosing k colleges U (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk ) can also be written as choosing the following k + 1 colleges: U (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk ) or U (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk ; uk+1 ). Given any two equilibrium choices with fu1 ; : : : ; uk g > fu10 ; : : : ; uk0 g, since U ( ) satis…es supermodularity and the utilities of these two choices can also be written as U (u0 ; u10 ; : : : ; uk0 ) and 13



U (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk ; uk+1 ), respectively, we have fu0 ; u10 ; : : : ; uk0 g > fu1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk ; uk+1 g, which implies the result.



3.2



Qualities of the incoming classes



From the previous subsection we learn that colleges are categorized into groups in students’ choices. Moreover, since a student will attend her ith ranked college only if not admitted by any higher ranked colleges to which she applied, colleges in lower ranked groups only get the students who do not qualify for colleges in higher ranked groups. Under the assumption that colleges are commonly ranked by all participants, the following corollary shows that the average quality of enrolled students is actually a valid indicator of a college’s ranking. Corollary 6. The expected quality of enrolled students is decreasing with a college’s ranking. Proof. Since colleges are grouped in equilibrium, a college uj in a lower ranked group only gets students rejected from colleges in higher ranked groups. For colleges uj and u0j in any two equilibrium choices with uj > uj 0 , we have uj



1



> u0j



1



from the property of



Ordering. Because xj < x0j the expected quality of enrolled students in college uj who also choose uj (xj



1



1



is higher than the expected quality of those who enrolled in uj . That is,



+ xj ) =2 < x0j



1



+ x0j =2, which holds for any j = 2; : : : ; k.



Colleges in one group can only get students rejected by colleges in the higher ranked groups, except for the top colleges. Top colleges can get all the students they admit and this leads to a special property regarding the average quality of the incoming classes for colleges. Corollary 7. In equilibrium, for the lowest ranked college ui in group i and the best college u0i+1 in group i+1, the average qualities of their incoming classes di¤er by x (u ) =2 for i = 1, and 0 for i



2.



Proof. By the property of Grouping we know ui > u0i+1 are ranked next to each other, so they have similar quality threshold. We know the average quality of the incoming class for 14



ui is 1



(x (ui ) + x (ui 1 )) =2, while the one for u0i+1 is at most 1



x u0i+1 +x (u0i ) =2.



The drop of quality exists because u0i+1 only gets the students who are not quali…ed for u0i , so the di¤erence of qualities (x (u0i )



x (ui 1 )) =2 = 0 for i



2 by the continuity of quality



thresholds. For i = 1, the di¤erence is x (u01 ) =2 = x (u ) =2 > 0. The following result describes the expected utility each student receives. Corollary 8. For any number of applications per student, k, each student receives the same expected utility. Proof. Since all students are ex ante identical and all positions m (u) for all colleges are …lled in all equilibria, according to the assumption that the volume of students, 1, is more than Ru the number of total targeted positions u m (u) du, each student ex ante shares equally all



the utility from matching with colleges.



Since all students have the same expected utility, the total utility for students remains unchanged when more application opportunities are provided equally to all students. By assumption, only some colleges may gain from a better sorting.



4



Model Applications Base on the equilibrium model studied in the previous sections, in this section we ex-



plore several issues regarding college admissions, including the relationship among number of applicants per position, admission rates and a college’s rank.



4.1



Non-monotonicity of the number of applicants per position



In the following proposition we show that the number of applicants per position for a college does not always re‡ect a college’s ranking. When each applicant applies to one college (k = 1), more students will compete for higher ranked colleges and the number of applicants
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is a decreasing function of a college’s ranking. However, when each applicant applies to two or more colleges, this monotonicity does not always hold. Proposition 9. The number of applications per position is decreasing with a college’s ranking in the group of top colleges, but the number could be increasing, decreasing, or non-monotonic for the remaining colleges. Proof. Given the Grouping and Ordering properties, any equilibrium choice h = fu1 ; : : : ; uk g can be represented by its choice of top college u1 . In addition, a single college does not provide a non-zero measure of colleges. Therefore, the marginal density of students who choose u1 as the top college, nd1 (u1 ) can be derived as the derivative of the distribution R function [u ;u ]k 1fh1 2[u ;u1 ];hi 2[u ;u ];2 i kg dn. To prove this proposition, it is su¢ cient to concentrate on the top two groups of colleges,



referred to as the “top”colleges and the “safety”colleges. Every college in the top group is preferred to each college in the safety group. Since every student applies to just one college in each group, each student admitted by a college in the top group will enroll in that college. As a result, x (u1 ) for a college in the top group is simply m (u1 ) =nd1 (u1 ), where nd1 (u1 ) is the density of students who apply to u1 and nd1 (u1 ) =m (u1 ) is thus the number of applicants per position for college u1 . Therefore, since 1



x (u1 ) > 1



x (u01 ) for u1 > u01 from lemma



3, it follows that nd1 (u1 ) =m (u1 ) > nd1 (u01 ) =m (u01 ) for colleges in the top group. We show by example that the number of applicants per position may be a decreasing function of a college’s rank for safety colleges under some sets of parameters. Suppose except for a narrow range of top colleges u 2 [^ u; u ], all other colleges have the same low density of targeted positions to …ll. The top colleges have far more times the positions of the others. Since top colleges have far more positions and are strictly preferred to all other colleges, a subset of equilibrium choices incorporate u1 2 [^ u; u ] as the top colleges, and a wide range of some other colleges as the safety colleges. Let two safety colleges u^2 and u2 with u^2 < u2 be the colleges associated with top colleges u^ and u . We have



x^2



x^2



x^1 >



x2



x2



x1 ,



because x^2 > x2 and the narrow range of [^ u; u ] implies a smaller di¤erence between x^1 and 16



x1 . The density of enrolled students for u^2 and u2 are thus nd1 (^ u) nd1 (u )



x2 = m (u2 ). In this case, because



x^2 >



x^2 = m (^ u2 ) and



x2 , college u^2 needs fewer applicants



to …ll its targeted positions, or nd1 (^ u) =m (^ u2 ) = 1= x^2 < 1= x2 = nd1 (u ) =m (u2 ). We have shown by this example that the number of applicants per position can be greater for a higher ranked college u2 . In contrast, we can also …nd another example in which the number of applicants per position is greater for a lower ranked college u^2 . Suppose under another set of parameters, a wide range of colleges u1 2 [^ u; u ] correspond to a narrow range of safety colleges [^ u2 ; u2 ], with many more positions per college for the safety colleges. By a similar argument as above, we have



x^2



x^2



x^1 



x2



x2



x1 and nd1 (^ u) =m (^ u2 ) = 1= x^2 > 1= x2



= nd1 (u ) =m (u2 ), which shows the number of applicants per position is larger for a lower ranked college u^2 . Similarly, an example where the number of applicants per position is non-monotonic with a college’s ranking can be easily constructed by combining the above two cases.



4.2



Non-monotonicity of admission rates with yield protection



If every college accepts all the students above its equilibrium quality threshold 1



x (u),



the admission rate for a college is equal to x (u). Speci…cally, suppose there are a density nd1 (u) of students applying to college u. If all students with ql 2 [1



x (u) ; 1] are accepted,



there will be x (u) nd1 (u) of them. The de…nition of the admission rate is the density of admitted students divided by the density of applicants, which is x (u) nd1 (u) =nd1 (u) = x (u). However, since the admission rates are used as a factor to rank colleges, some colleges try to manipulate their own admission rates. As quality thresholds of colleges are commonly known, if after reviewing a student’s application at the second stage, in addition to learning the student’s quality ql , a college learns exactly what colleges the student applies to (this information can also be inferred from the student’s equilibrium choice), the college would know whether the student would enroll in this college or go to some higher ranked college. 17



By using this information, a college is able to admit exactly those students who will accept its o¤ers. Note that since each college still enrolls in the same students and each student is still able to enter his best college, this change of admission policy at the second stage does not a¤ect the players’strategies at the …rst stage. Therefore, the equilibrium outcomes, such as quality thresholds and equilibrium choices, remain the same. If a college does this type of yield protection, then the expected density of o¤ers sent by the college would be equal to its density of targeted positions and the expected admission rate would be just the density of positions m (u) divided by the density of applications received by the college, nd1 (u). Recall that nd1 (u) =m (u) is the number of applicants per position. So, by Proposition 9 we derive that the admission rate after this type of yield protection is not a monotone function of a college’s ranking. Note that the matching result does not change when colleges practice a yield protection policy of this type. Corollary 10. The admission rate is an increasing function of a college’s rank if all the students above the quality threshold are admitted. The admission rates with yield protection are increasing with a college’s ranking for the top colleges, but this rate could be increasing, decreasing, or non-monotonic for the remaining colleges. As a result, using admission rates to rank colleges is misleading if yield protection is possible. The situation could be worse in the real world if some quali…ed students are not accepted by any college because the information about rankings and qualities is not perfect and those colleges mistakenly drop these students in an attempt to protect their admission rates.



5



Conclusion This paper takes into account the e¤ects of a limited number of application opportunities



a student has in college applications and solves for the corresponding equilibrium. We consider the application choices for students with ex ante homogeneity of quality to capture 18



the observation that in reality applicants with similar test scores or high school class standing may still not be able to perfectly predict their ex post rankings. In a model with multiple groups of students who are homogeneous within each group but heterogeneous across groups, the resulting properties in this paper, such as Grouping and Ordering, still hold within each group of students. This paper made the simplifying assumption that all colleges are commonly ranked. However, in practice students have di¤erent preferences about colleges shaped by locational and other concerns. In addition, some colleges provide need-based and merit-based …nancial aid, which gives colleges more strategic options in the admissions process. Under these circumstances, the rankings of colleges sorted by di¤erent students are no longer perfectly correlated. The application choice problem becomes very complicated in this case. The matching literature is often understood as implying that a centralized matching mechanism resolves several defects of a decentralized matching market. The results from this paper suggests the possibility that a matching market could actually work better sequentially rather than in a centralized way when the costs of forming preference lists or gathering information are too high. As an extension, one could apply these …ndings to assorted job markets, e.g., the job market for junior economists.
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A



Proof of Proposition 2 We start by de…ning a version of the game with a …nite action space and proving the



existence of the corresponding equilibrium. Let uj = u + (u



u)



(M



j + 1) =M for



j = 1; : : : ; M be the M colleges that students can apply to and HM = fu1 ; : : : ; uM gk . R uj m (v) dv positions (with uM +1 u for College uj for j = 1; : : : ; M has m (uj ) uj+1 convenience). Let M be a large number so that each student applies to k di¤erent colleges,



h = fh1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hk g 2 HM with h1 > h2 > : : : > hk . We keep the assumption that there is a volume 1 of students. Let n be a measure in the set of (Lebesgue) probability measures with the weak convergence topology on HM and n (h) be the measure of students who apply to colleges h. Given any n, we can calculate the quality thresholds 1



x (uj ; n) that if set



by colleges, admit the targeted number m (uj ) of students. Note that the domain of x ( ; n), fu1 ; : : : ; uM g, is a …nite set, and HM is also …nite and discrete. The corresponding x (uj ; n) can be derived recursively as the solution x^ for



m (uj ) =



X



h2HM



+



1fh1 =uj g x^ X



h2HM ;i2f2;:::kg



n (h) 1fhi =uj g (max f^ x



given the values of x (uj 0 ; n) for j 0 = f1; : : : ; j



max fx (h1 ; n) ; : : : ; x (hi 1 ; n)g ; 0g) n (h) , 1g, where 1fhi =uj g is an indicator function.



We let x (uj ; n) = min f^ x; 1g. The maximum functions in the summation are to take into account that some non-equilibrium n might result in x (uj 0 ; n) > x (uj ; n) for some uj 0 > uj . 21



Note that m (u) is strictly positive, bounded, and piecewise continuous by assumption, so m (uj ) is strictly positive and bounded. Given the resulting function x, the expected utility can be calculated for any choice h 2 HM . We denote this utility function by U (h; n) = P h1 x (h1 ; n) + i2f2;:::kg hi max fx (hi ; n) max fx (h1 ; n) ; : : : ; x (hi 1 ; n)g ; 0g, which is a continuous function of h and n by the above de…nition. Therefore, since HM is a non-empty,



compact metric space and U is continuous, by Theorem 1 in Mas-Colell (1984), there exists a Cournot-Nash equilibrium. Note that here the applicants are symmetric with the same utility function, so the support in the space of "players characteristics", as de…ned in the above paper, is a point. Given an equilibrium nM , we can show that x (uj ; nM ) is a strictly decreasing function of uj for reasons similar to the …rst part of the proof of Lemma 3. For convenience, we omit nM in x (uj ; nM ) in this paragraph. We suppose M is large, so equilibrium choice do not contain two adjacent colleges, because two adjacent colleges provide almost the same utility and replacing the one with higher quality threshold by some other college can improve the expected utility. Now, suppose uj is the highest ranked college such that x (uj )



x (uj+1 )



for uj > uj+1 . Let h and h0 be two di¤erent equilibrium choices with hi = uj and h0i0 = uj+1 . First, suppose j



2. If i0 = 1, then replacing h01 by uj strictly improves the choice h0 ,



leading to a contradiction. Therefore, i0



2 and we have h0i0



de…nition of uj , we have x (h01 ) < : : : < x h0i0



1



1



> uj > h0i0 = uj+1 . By the



< x (uj ). So, replacing h0i0 = uj+1 by uj



strictly improves h0 , leading to a contradiction. Secondly, suppose j = 1. If there is one equilibrium choice with h01 = u2 , we have a contradiction as above. However, if all students apply to u1 as the top colleges, then x (u1 )



x (u2 ) is not possible. Therefore, x (uj ; nM )



must be a strictly decreasing function of uj . We now show that there cannot be a "jump" of quality thresholds between adjacent colleges. Since x (uj ; nM ) is strictly decreasing in uj and uj x (uj 1 ; nM ) > 0. Let hi = uj



1



1



> uj , we have x (uj ; nM )



with h being an equilibrium choice, then replacing uj



22



1



with



uj in h results in a change of utility equal to



(3)



(uj



hi+1 ) (x (uj ; nM )



1



We know that uj uj



1



uj = (u



x (uj 1 ; nM ))



(uj



hi+1 > 0 and x (uj ; nM )



1



1



uj ) (x (uj ; nM )



x (hi 1 ; nM )) ,



x (uj 1 ; nM ) > 0 by assumption, while



u ) =M is very small with large M . Note that uj



hi+1 does



hi+1 = hi



not converge to zero when M ! 1 because if so, choosing hi is a waste of the application opportunity and the student can do better by applying to some other college. Therefore, for h to be an optimal choice, equation 3 must be negative, so the above x (uj ; nM ) must be smaller than c=M / (uj



x (uj 1 ; nM )



uj ) for some constant c. Since with each large M ,



1



x approximates some continuous, decreasing, uniformly bounded function on [u ; u ] and the above condition also speci…es equicontinuity, x ( ; nM ) contains a uniformly convergent subsequence. Let x



; nM;t with t = 1; 2; : : : be one such subsequence and x ( ) be the limit



quality threshold function. Since [u ; u ]k is compact and nM;t [u ; u ]k = 1, the sequence of measures nM;t is tight and therefore (by Prokhorov’s Theorem) contains a weakly converging subsequence of measures nM;t;s , where the subscript M; t; s of Mt . Let n



Mt(s) represents a subsequence



be the measure that nM;t;s converges to. Given an open ball A



that contains u 2 (u ; u ), when Mt(s) is large enough such that u 2 [uj+1 ; uj ]



[u ; u ]



A for some



interval [uj+1 ; uj ], we have X



X



m (uj ) =



jj[uj+1 ;uj ] A



jj[uj+1 ;uj ] A



X



=



Z



uj



m (v) dv =



uj+1



X



jj[uj+1 ;uj ] A h2HM;t;s



+



X



Z



1fh1 =uj g x^ X



jj[uj+1 ;uj ] A h2HM;t;s ;i2f2;:::kg



X



=



h2HM;t;s



+



X



1fh1 2fuj j[uj+1 ;uj ]



h2HM;t;s



m (v) dv



v2AM;t;s



^ Agg x



1fhi 2fuj j[uj+1 ;uj ]



23



nM;t;s (h) 1fhi =uj g (^ x



x (hi 1 ; nM;t;s )) nM;t;s (h)



nM;t;s (h)



Ag;i2f2;:::kgg



(^ x



x (hi 1 ; nM;t;s )) nM;t;s (h)



where AM;t;s =



[



jj[uj+1 ;uj ] A



[uj+1 ; uj ]. Note that since x uj ; nM;t;s is a strictly decreasing



function of uj , we remove the maximum functions in the de…nition. When Mt(s) ! 1, we have AM;t;s ! A, x ( ; nM;t;s ) ! x ( ) and the right hand side of above equality converges to the right hand side of equation 2 by the de…nition of integration, the weakly convergence of nM;t;s to n



B



and Lebesgue’s Theorem. Therefore, x and n



constitute an equilibrium.



Proof of Lemma 3 Let fu1 ; :::; uk g represents a student’s choice of k colleges and u1 > u2 ::: > uk . Suppose ui



is the highest ranked college with the property that ui > u for some u but 1 x (ui )



1 x (u).



We show that college u will not be chosen in equilibrium by considering the following two possibilities. First, if colleges ui and u are both chosen by the same student with u = uj for some j > i, then when the student is accepted by college uj with ql > 1 also be accepted by college ui because 1



x (uj )



x (uj ), she will



x (ui ). She will attend college ui and



1



never go to college uj because ui > uj . Replacing uj with some u^ > ui with u^ 2 = fu1 ; :::; ui g strictly increases the expected utility and thus leads to a contradiction. Second, suppose college u is the highest ranked college with 1



x (u)



1



x (ui ) and suppose u is included in



a di¤erent equilibrium choice with u0j = u. If j = 1, then replacing u01 by u strictly improves the choice fu01 ; :::; u0k g. Therefore, we have j > 1. If u01 has the property that ui > u01 > u0j , then by the above de…nition, we have 1



x (u01 ) < 1



x (ui )



1



x u0j . This cannot



be true because replacing u0j by ui strictly improves the choice fu01 ; :::; u0k g. Therefore, there exists w < j with u0w > ui > u0w+1 . Replacing college u0j with college ui in the choice strictly increases the expected utility because in the event ql



1



x u0j that the student l is



accepted by college u0j , she will also be accepted by ui and receives a higher expected utility when ql 2 [1



x (ui ) ; 1



x (u0w )] 6= ?.



Suppose x (u) is not continuous at u^. There exists " > 0 such that for any always …nd u < u^ with u^



u



and x (u)



> 0, one can



x (^ u) > ". Suppose u^ = ui is in the equilibrium



24



choice of colleges for student l and choose ^" > 0 with ^" < min fx (ui+1 ) addition, choose ^ small enough so that u^



^ > ui+1 and x (ui ) ^ 



Student l is better o¤ by replacing u^ with u, which satis…es u^ x (u)



C



x (ui ) ; "g. In u^



^



ui+1 ^".



u < ^ (similar utility) and



x (^ u) > ^" (higher chance of receiving an o¤er). This leads to a contradiction.



Proof of Theorem 4



Proof. In this section, we continue the proof of Theorem 4. For illustration, suppose hl;2 > hw;2 but hl;1 = hw;1 . Recall that the de…nition of equilibrium choices requires any open ball A



(u ; u ]k containing hl are selected by some non-zero measure of students in equilibrium.



Since college hl;1 alone does not provide a positive measure of positions by the assumption of m (u), there can not be a set of equilibrium choices chosen by some non-zero measure of students containing the same college hl;1 . Thus, hl and hw de…ned above can be equilibrium choices only if each of the choices is adjacent to other equilibrium choices h with h h



hw (for h 6= hl and h 6= hw ) while there is no equilibrium choice h such that hl



hl or h



hw .



Following the above analysis that concentrates on hl;1 = hw;1 and hl;2 > hw;2 , the condition that there is no equilibrium h with hl



h



hw means that there is no equilibrium choice



h0 = fh01 ; : : : ; h0k g such that hl;2 > h02 > hw;2 and hl;1 = h01 = hw;1 . Moreover, if hl;2 > h02 > hw;2 , then both h01 > hl;1 = hw;1 and h01 < hl;1 = hw;1 lead to a violation of the weak Ordering property. Similarly, hl;2 > h0i > hw;2 for i



2 also violates of the weak Ordering property.



For the case hl;2 > h01 > hw;2 , we use a weak version of Grouping property implied by the weak Ordering property we have proven at the …rst part of this proof, so the following proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5. Suppose hl;2 > h01 > hw;2 and let u0 > u denote a …ctitious college with quality threshold 1



x0 = 1. In addition, let uk+1



0 be another



…ctitious college provides the same. We have U (hl;1 ; : : : ; hl;k ; uk+1 ) = U (hl;1 ; : : : ; hl;k ) and U (u0 ; h01 ; : : : ; h0k ) = U (h01 ; : : : ; h0k ). The weak Ordering property works for any number of colleges, so the augmented choices fhl;1 ; : : : ; hl;k ; uk+1 g and fu0 ; h01 ; : : : ; h0k g should satisfy



25



the weak Ordering property. Therefore, u0 > hl;1 and h01 < hl;2 can not hold in equilibrium either. As a result, all colleges u with hl;2 > u > hw;2 is not included in any equilibrium choice. This leads to a contradiction because if so, deviating to choosing this college u guarantees an admission from college u while u is set by assumption such that any college receives some applications if guarantees admission. Note that although we use hw;1 and hw;2 for illustration, the argument works for any hw;i and hw;i0 with i 6= i0 . Therefore, the inequality hl > hw must be strict.
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